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Ab
bstract
Prroving is a proccess that has important roles in
n terms of learn
ning and teachin
ng in almost all the areas of ma
athematics.
Beecause the proceess of proof con
nstructions an ex
xtensive processs that includes skills
s
as mathem
matical thinking
g, reasoning
an
nd making conn
nections. Reason
ning is one of th
he most importa
ant componentss of this processs. However, mo
ost students
haave difficulty in
n making a good
d reasoning and
d they make varrious reasoning errors in the prrocess. The purpose of the
stu
udy is to investigate the reaso
oning errors thaat pre‐service mathematics
m
teaachers exhibit d
during proof co
onstruction.
Th
his study was carried
c
out with
h 80 university
y students from
m second, third, fourth and fiftth grade levels. An open‐
en
nded exam baseed on abstract mathematics
m
and
d algebra was used.
u
To deeply
y examine reasoning errors in the
t proving
prrocess, clinical interviews werre conducted with
w
pre‐servicee teachers. A scale
s
was develloped by consiidering the
litterature review and the expertt opinions; this was used to analyse
a
the dataa about the reasoning errors. The
T results
illustrate that thee reasoning erro
ors mostly do not
n show differrences for all grrade levels. However, the perccentages of
he grade levels and to the upp
per classes thesse errors show resistance to deecrease the
reasoning errors according to th
d
a learnin
ng environment enabling stud
dents to experieence proof consstruction in
deeficiencies. It is important to design
orrder to reduce or eliminate the reasoning
r
errorrs.
eywords: Pre‐Service Teacherss, Proof, Proof Process,
P
Reasoniing Errors
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Introduc
ction
n the historical of human
nity. Despite the fact thatt the term off “Proof”
Proof haas an importtant place in
started to
t play an active
a
role systematically
y in the areea of mathem
matics since the Ancientt Greece,
“Proof” actually starrts together with
w the histo
ory of the hu
uman being. Because of m
man’s naturee, he feels
the need
d of seeing the validity of a statem
ment or something like that
t
or the need of clea
aring the
suspicio
ons in his miind. This neeed leads to seeking
s
conv
vincing answ
wers to the q
questions of “Why?”,
“What for?”.
f
And finally, this seeeking introd
duced the term “Proof”. In this sensee, proof is on
ne of the
conceptss that consstitute the fundamentaals of the mathematicss, and matthematical proof
p
is,
undoubttedly, one off the most im
mportant elem
ments that ch
haracterize mathematics
m
s and that disstinguish
it from the
t other dissciplines. Forr this reason,, most researrchers describ
be the “Proo
of” as the hea
art of the
mathem
matics (Anderrson, 1996; Hanna,
H
20000; Herbst & Brach, 2006;; Hoyles, 19997; Rav, 199
99). What
makes “Proof”
“
gain
n this qualiffication is itts forming a basis that shows wheether a math
hematical
statemen
nt or judgem
ment is valid or
o invalid (T
Tall & Mejia‐R
Ramos, 2006).
Theoreticcal Backgroun
nd
A matheematical pro
oof not only shows whether a statem
ment is valid
d or invalid,, also why itt is valid
(Selden & Selden, 20007; Yackel & Hanna, 20003). By statin
ng the role of
o the proof w
with the senttence, “If
problem
m solving is th
he heart of th
he mathemattics, proof is the soul of itt”, Schoenfelld (2009) emp
phasized
that pro
oof is a factor that givees meaning to mathema
atics and thaat reveals th
he meaningss that lie
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beneath mathematics. Because recognizing the relationships of mathematical concepts with each
other, mathematical thinking and mathematical concept’s gaining of meaning are directly related the
concept of proof (Flores, 2002; Martinez & Superfine, 2012).In this respect, rather than being a basic
mathematical operation, proof construction is a process that contains cognitive operations (Selden &
Selden, 2003),and the process of proof construction is a structure that supports the development and
variation of mathematical thinking (Baki, 2008).
Proving is a process that has important roles in terms of learning and teaching in almost all the areas
of mathematics (Selden & Selden, 2009). But most students are not successful in this process (Lin,
Yang & Chen, 2004; Sowder & Harel, 2003; Weber, 2005a). Thus, during the process of proof
construction, students from all grades can experience various difficulties. Besides making proofs, they
cannot even realize whether their proofs are valid or invalid (Weber, 2001), because the process of
proof construction is an extensive process that includes skills like mathematical thinking, reasoning
and making connections. In addition to these skills, it includes components like abstraction, mental
efforts, anticipation, reasoning have important roles in the process of proof construction. Accordingly,
reasoning is one of the most important components of the process of proof construction (Almeida,
2003).
Reasoning is described as the process of inferring from the results, judgements, truths or statements
and making sure of them (Altıparmak & Öziş, 2005, Haynes, 1997). Mathematical reasoning is one of
the key elements of mathematics and it underlies the process of proof construction. Reasoning in
mathematics is not different from any other reasoning in any other subject (Selden & Selden, 2003).
More complicated and superior arguments are needed only for reasoning. Developing reasoning
related with these arguments is based on correct application of mathematics and the individual’s
proficiency level in mathematics (Selden & Selden, 2003). As a tool in learning mathematics (Knuth,
2002), proof construction is one of the areas where reasoning is employed frequently. When it is taken
into consideration that a mathematical study starts with figuring out mathematical relationships and
ends with proof, proving is reasoning which can be considered as mental reasoning whose rules and
standards have been determined, whereas figuring out the mathematical relationships is a process
that requires creativity, anticipation and experience. That creating proofs is among the aims of
mathematics and the importance of developing reasoning for students are emphasized in the NCTM
Standards (2000): “Recognizing reasoning and proof as fundamental aspects of mathematics, Making and
investigating mathematical conjectures; Developing and evaluating mathematical arguments and proofs;
Selecting and using various types of reasoning and methods of proof.”However, in reasoning which makes
sense to individuals and enables them to proceed step‐by‐step, individuals will fall into a systematic
error(is continuously repeated) rather than a simple error(occurs once), when they are making a
mathematical proof. Making systematic errors can be classified as reasoning errors.
Reasoning errors will occur basically due to three main reasons which are epistemological,
psychological and pedagogical. Moreover, some of these errors will arise from conceptual errors and
some from some teaching techniques that the students experienced before or from any other reason,
i.e., cognitive or biological factors (Selden & Selden, 2003). But the students persist in those kinds of
errors because they cannot recognize that they are actually errors. It can be stated that this issue can
be experienced by other students who are at a different level of education (Weber, 2001). Some
research has indicated that students from different levels of education make reasoning errors
(Andrew, 2009; Jones, 2000; Sarı‐Uzun, 2013; Selden & Selden, 2003; Selden & Selden, 2009; Weber,
2001).
Jones (2000) stated that in understanding and developing the proof during the process of proof
construction, students experience difficulties in following the steps of reasoning and converting them
into formal ones and make errors like getting contrary results from similar proofs. Selden and Selden
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(2003) also indicated that students make reasoning errors like using the converse of a theorem, errors
galore, validity of the apparent differences and the gaps/holes. A scale that was developed in order to
evaluate the errors made during proof process by Andrew (2009) included errors like ignoring the
definition range in using variables while making a proof, the failure of the predetermined approach
during a proof construction process, making a proof by considering a specific situation, making a
wrong assumption while starting the proof construction process and not following reasonable steps
throughout the proof construction process. Sarı‐Uzun (2013) pointed out that the difficulties
experienced by students during proof construction processes result from errors and deficiencies in
mathematical language and notation, incapability in forming proof frame, lack of knowledge about
proof methods, focusing on a particular proof method, failure in starting proof or assuming the result.
Another result revealed from these studies is that the teachers also have an important effect on the
students’ reasoning errors. In this respect, developing proof writing skills throughout students’
university education is very significant for pre‐service teachers. In this paper, the reasoning errors of
pre‐service mathematics teachers will be discussed in broader perspective and reasoning errors will
be classified in different categories. Thus, these errors will be determined more clearly. We hope to
help the instructors to realise their students’ reasoning errors. This paper may contribute to be
designed effective learning environment on proof and form the basis for future research on
eliminating the reasoning errors.
The Purpose of the Study
One of the most important goals of teaching mathematics is to find reasonable answers for the
questions of “Why?” and “What for?”, in other words to enable reasoning to develop (Altıparmak &
Öziş, 2005). In this regard, recently in our country, mathematics curricula for secondary education
have been reorganized in accordance with the recent goals and attainments. The importance of
developing problem solving, mathematical thinking, mathematical proof making, mathematical
reasoning skills, and being capable of doing abstraction is also emphasized (MEB, 2013).Similarly, all
around the world, most of the developed countries include reasoning, proof and proof processes in
their mathematics curricula for secondary education and lay stress on its importance. According to
research (Ball, Hoyles, Jahnke & Movshovitz‐Hadar, 2002; Selden & Selden, 2003; Yackel & Hanna,
2003), proof is one of the most important components of mathematics education. The main purpose of
these studies is to give wide insight in reasoning and proof to pre‐service mathematics teachers,
because ifa teacher has a limited understanding and background related to proof and reasoning, then
this may lead the students to make lots of reasoning errors during proof construction or this may lead
them to continue with their current errors (Stylianides & Stylianides, 2009).For teachers to be able to
unearth the students’ capabilities, firstly they should be well acquainted with that topic (Baki,
1999).Otherwise, it will be hard for them to guide the students during proof construction (Aydoğdu‐
İskenderoğlu & Baki, 2011). If a teacher doesn’t know how to reason logically during proof
construction or has not developed the required skill for that, it will be very unlikely for him/herto
give reliable information about it. Thus, the determination of the reasoning errors, reasoning
deficiencies, and reasoning gaps of pre‐service teachers and conducting studies for helping students
improve their reasoning skills is important. There is a lot of work by psychologists like Lance Rips,
etc., on the frequency of reasoning errors in the general population. But there is few studies in
mathematics education. The fact that in the literature reasoning errors are named differently by
different researchers, and that the researches cannot reach a consensus on error types and the
frequency of them shows that it is worth conducting studies on the frequency and the types of those
errors. The purpose of the study is to investigate the reasoning errors, the reasoning gaps, and the
reasoning deficiencies that pre‐service mathematics teachers exhibit during proof construction. In
accordance with this purpose, we will try to answer the following questions in this paper.
1. Which reasoning errors do pre‐service mathematics teachers make more common in the
process of proof construction?
How do these reasoning errors change in different grade levels?
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Method
In order to identify pre‐service mathematics teachers’ reasoning errors, deficiencies, and gaps during
proof construction, both qualitative and quantitative approaches were used. For this purpose, an
open‐ended exam based on abstract mathematics and algebra was developed. To deeply examine
reasoning errors, deficiencies and gaps in the proving process, clinical interviews were conducted
with randomly‐selected pre‐service teachers. The data were analysed using a scale that was
developed by consulting studies in the literature and considering expert opinions to determine
reasoning errors, deficiencies and gaps.
Sample
This study was carried out with second, third, fourth and fifth year university students. Twenty
students from each level who have already taken courses as abstract math, algebra, analysis, and
fundamentals of mathematics were randomly selected. When selecting the sample group, it is
considered that pre‐service teachers have had courses in which proving was stressed.
Data Collection Tools
In the study, an open‐ended examination was conducted to determine the pre‐service mathematics
teachers’ reasoning errors, deficiencies, and gaps exhibited during proof construction. In developing
this open‐ended examination, firstly reasoning errors in the literature were examined; then a question
pool was generated by observing the calculus, algebra, abstract math, and general mathematics
courses. The researchers participated in courses to observe which theorems were proved in the class
and noted them to develop open‐ended examination. The questions were finalized taking account of
expert opinion. The experts teach courses related with proving. In addition, it was considered that the
questions should be related with fundamental mathematical knowledge. The examination continued
about 80 minutes and the pre‐service teachers were not allowed for using any resources (e.g., their
books, notes, the internet). Besides, the clinical interviews were carried out with the pre‐service
teachers who selected randomly. The questions and the reasoning errors, deficiencies, and gaps that
were foreseen for each question are given below in Table 1.
Table 1. The questions and the reasoning errors, deficiencies, gaps for each question
Questions
The reasoning errors, deficiencies, gaps for each question
‐ Beginning with the conclusion (RE1)
‐ Beginning with incorrect assumption (RE2)
Q1: For any positive integer n, if
‐ Accepting different notations as a proof (RE3)
is a multiple of 3, then is
‐ Introducing variables without considering the definition
a multiple of 3.
range (RD3)
‐ The gaps of proof steps and the results (RG1)
Q2: For a, b prime numbers
‐ Accepting a case or specific value as a proof (RE7)
and
2,
2, prove
‐ Deficiencies of defining the variables or using
unnecessary variables (RD5)
whether or not – is
‐ Deficiencies of beginning proof process (RD2)
prime.
Q3: For

1

, prove that
2.

Q4: Prove that , :

Q5: For ,
, if ,
1,
| , | , prove that |

‐ Beginning with the conclusion (RE1)
‐ Using the converse of theorem (RE6)
‐ Deficiencies of using proof methods (RD1)
‐ Accepting a case or specific value as a proof (RE7)
‐ Writing proof by considering only one condition (ME8)
‐ Accepting different notations as a proof (RE3)
‐ Accepting a case or specific value as a proof (RE7)
‐ Introducing variables without considering the definition
range (RD3)
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Q6: For
|

,
|

‐ Accepting a case or specific value as a proof (RE7)
‐ Deficiencies of using proof methods (RD1)
‐ Using inadequate knowledge of mathematical theorems
and concepts (RD4)

R, prove that
| | +| |

,
, prove that if
is an odd number, one
of and is an odd number
and other is even number.

Q7: For

‐
‐
‐
‐

Beginning with incorrect assumption (RE2)
Deficiencies of using proof methods (RD1)
Deficiencies of using mathematical language (RD6)
The gaps of proof steps and the results (RG1)

Q8: For ,
, show that there
is not any solution of
2
1.

‐ Accepting different notations as a proof (RE3)
‐ Accepting a case or specific value as a proof (RE7)
‐ Deficiencies of beginning proof process (RD2)

Data Analysis
A scale was developed by considering the literature review and the expert opinions; this was used to
analyse the data about the reasoning errors, deficiencies, and gaps that occurred on the open‐ended
examination and the clinical interviews. Although several reasoning errors were determined by
different researchers in the literature (Andrew, 2009; Jones, 2000; Sarı‐Uzun, 2013; Selden & Selden,
2003; Weber, 2001), researchers were in coherence about types of reasoning errors as beginning with
the conclusion, beginning with an incorrect assumption, deficiencies of using mathematical language,
writing proof without all of main steps etc. In this study, these errors were classified by three
categories: reasoning errors, reasoning deficiencies and reasoning gaps. Reasoning errors in the
proving process are errors that lead to a systematic error rather than a simple error. It can be stated
that these errors are generally starting with incorrect assumptions in the beginning of the proof,
putting forward invalid reasoning or not making generalizations using specific values. In other
words, proof that includes reasoning errors do not represent valid proof. Reasoning deficiencies are
situations resulting from finishing proofs with deficiencies based on proof methods, definition range
and mathematical language or from leaving it half finished. Rather than being related with reasoning
errors, these situations are related with starting with correct reasoning but not being able to complete
a proof in expected ways due to lack of some mathematical knowledge. Reasoning gaps are
completing the proof without giving justifications for the operations and the statements used in the
proof steps or without setting any relationship between those steps. In determining these categories,
the literature was also consulted. In the following categories, the names of some reasoning errors are
the same as those in the literature consulted. The rubric for the determination of reasoning errors in
the students’ work is given below in Table 2.

RE1
RE2

RE3

RE4

Table 2.The rubric for the determination of reasoning errors
Reasoning Errors
Reasoning Deficiencies
Reasoning Gaps
Deficiencies of using
The gaps of proof
Beginning with the
RD1
RG1
conclusion
proof methods
steps and the results
Deficiencies of
Using theorems and
Beginning with an
RD2
beginning proof
RG2
concepts without
incorrect assumption
process
justifications
Accepting different
notations as a proof

Using several variables
for an expression

RD3

Introducing variables
without considering
the definition range

RG3

Writing proof
without all of main
steps

RD4

Using inadequate
knowledge of
mathematical
theorems and
concepts

RG4

Using extraneous
details or steps
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Deficiencies of
defining the
variables or using
unnecessary
variables
Deficiencies of using
mathematical
language

RE5

Real numbers are
universal

RD5

RE6

Using the converse of
theorem

RD6

RE7

Accepting a case or
specific value as a
proof

RD7

Writing proof
without systematic
steps

RD8

Writing proof by
considering only one
condition

Results
The results of this study carried out for determining the reasoning errors of the pre‐service
mathematics teachers during proof construction are presented below under the titles of pre‐service
mathematics teachers’ reasoning errors, reasoning deficiencies and reasoning gaps during proof
process.
Pre‐Service Mathematics Teachers’ Reasoning Errors during Proof Construction
The reasoning errors detected in this study are presented with their definitions and examples.
RE1. Beginning with the conclusion: The error is about starting a proof by accepting, beforehand, a
mathematical statement which one should get by starting with an existing fact. This situation is about
doing a mathematical operation in reverse of a mathematical statement. This is one of the most
common reasoning errors in proof construction. Below there is an example of reasoning errors related
to beginning with the conclusion in Figure 1

Figure 1.Example of RE1
Above, the pre‐service teacher reached the mathematical statement
1
0,whose validity is
mathematically very clear, by doing various legitimate operations on the statement which is to be
proved. The pre‐service teacher, by reaching a valid mathematical statement, argued from the
conclusion to a mathematical valid statement and presented these as a proof. Rather than reaching the
statement which is expected to be proved, the pre‐service teacher considered that he completed the
proof by coming up with the true statement of
1
0, which is in fact a consequence of the
statement to be proved.
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RE2. Begginning with incorrect asssumption: Thiis error is ab
bout mixing up the two terms, “hyp
pothesis”
and “con
nclusion”, in
n a mathematical statemeent to be prov
ved. In otherr words, the hypothesis is
i proved
by presu
uming the conclusion
c
iss valid. Below
w, there is an
a example of reasoning
g errors rela
ated with
beginnin
ng with an in
ncorrect assu
umption in Fiigure 2.

Fig
gure 2. Example of RE2
he above pro
oof of Q7, do
one by anoth
her pre‐servicce teacher is examined, iit can be seen
n that he
When th
mixed th
he terms of hypothesis
h
a
and
conclusio
on in the statement to bee proved. Th
he actual stattement to
is odd.
be proveed is that eitther or is oddprovided
o
But the pre‐service tteacher tried
d to show
that the statement of
o
is odd
o
by assum
ming that is
i odd and is even. By
y doing this, the pre‐
service teacher
t
mad
de an effort to
t prove the information
n which is giiven in the h
hypothesis. Thus,
T
the
error was
w
categorizzed as one of the reasoning erro
ors related to
t beginning
g with an incorrect
assumpttion.
RE3. Acccepting differrent notationss as a proof: This error iss about conssidering diffferent equatiions of a
mathem
matical statem
ment as proof. In a sen
nse, it is abo
out acceptin
ng different representations of a
mathem
matical statem
ment as proo
of. Below, th
here is an ex
xample of reeasoning errrors related to using
differentt notations as
a proof in Figure 3.

gure 3. Example of RE3
Fig
mpt, it is can
n be seen th
hat this pre‐service teach
her considerred several different
In this proof attem
ginal mathem
matical stateement as a proof.
p
In thiis proof atteempt, the prre‐service
versionss of the orig
teacher defined the positive number “ ” ass
. After
A
squarin
ng both sidess of the equation, he
accepted
d that is thhe multiple off and thoug
ght that in th
his way he/sh
he had manaaged to show
w that is
the multiiple of . Alth
hough the op
perations do
one by the prre‐service teaacher are maathematically
y correct,
they do not make an
ny sense for the
t situation
n expected to
o be proved, because
b
he/sshe did nothiing more
than wriite different equivalent equations
e
forr the hypoth
hesis. This errror is consid
dered to be one of the
reasonin
ng errors that are related to using diffferent notatio
ons as proof..
RE4. Usiing several vaariables for an
n expression: This
T
error is about the defining of a statement with
w more
than onee variable. Beelow, there is an examplee of reasonin
ng errors relaated to using
g several variiables for
an expreession in Figu
ure 4.
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Figure 4. Example of RE4
When the operations in the above proof attempt of Q1are examined, it is seen that the pre‐service
teacher defined more than one variable like k and p for the same mathematical statement during the
steps he followed while defining variables in doing the proof of the mathematical statement. This
definition for mathematical statements can lead to complexity during proof construction. Thus, the
pre‐service teacher made a reasoning error by using more than one variable for the same statement in
the proof of the mathematical statement.
RE5. Real numbers are universal: This error is about sticking to the definitions excessively and
considering that a rule that is valid for real numbers or whole numbers is also valid for the all sets of
the numbers. Below, there is an example of reasoning errors related with real numbers are universal
in Figure 5.

Figure 5.Example of RE5
In examining the above proof attempt, it can be seen that in proving the mathematical statement he
excessively stuck to a rule which is valid for real numbers. In this question, the pre‐service teacher
stated directly that the sum of two odd numbers is always even and defined the numbers of and as
odd numbers and as
2
1 and
2
1 without stating the domain of the variables of
and . He did not define the domain of the and variables. In this way, he ignored the fact that
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and are not always odd numbers. For instance, when is defined as 1/2
1/2 , is an even
number. Without recognizing that, the pre‐service teacher tried to complete the proof through
depending on the validity of just on rule or considering the rule as universal. Therefore, the reasoning
error made by him is determined to be one of the reasoning errors related with Real numbers are
universal.
RE6. Using the converse of theorem: This error is about the usage of the converse of a theorem, which is
its logical equivalent, in situations where it is difficult to prove the theorem directly. Although this
method can be preferred for proof of some theorems, it is generally mixed with the contradiction
method. Below there is an example of using the converse of theorem incorrectly in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Example of RE6
When this proof attempt of Q1, it can be seen that the pre‐service teacher did not comprehend
correctly the proof methods used for proving a mathematical statement and that he confuses the
methods. Using the converse of a theorem, which is its logical equivalent, in situations where it is
difficult to prove the theorem directly may be used. While trying to use a method like that, the pre‐
service teacher used contradiction method which is another proof method and thus interpreted the
result gotten wrongly. This reasoning error he did was defined as not recognizing that using the
converse of theorem.
RE7. Accepting an example as a proof: This error is about making proof by just using a specific situation
and a few numerical values.Below, there is an example of accepting an example as a proof in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Example of RE7
When this response to Q2 is examined, it can be seen that this pre‐service teacher thought that the
proof of the correctness of a given mathematical statement can be dealt with a specific situation or
with trying a few numerical values. Interviews conducted with the pre‐service teacher supported his
thoughts. By trying the numerical values of “
5” and “
3”, the pre‐service teacher thought
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that he finalised proof process. With dependence on just that specific situation, his assumption that
for every prime number greater than two, this mathematical statement can be obtained shows that he
made a reasoning error related with considering accepting a case or specific value as a proof.
Pre‐Service Mathematics Teachers’ Reasoning Deficiencies during Proof Process
The reasoning deficiencies determined in this study are presented with their definitions and
examples.
RD1. Deficiencies of using proof methods: This deficiency is about choosing a proof method which is not
appropriate for a proof and not going forward through the steps of the proof and being unsuccessful
in making a proof because of that. Below, there is an example of reasoning deficiencies related to
deficiencies of using proof methods in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Example of RD1
When the operations done by the pre‐service teacher in Q3are examined, it can be seen that the proof
method the pre‐service teacher usedfor making the proof of the mathematical statement is not
appropriate for this question. The steps followed throughout the process are mathematically valid but
that method is only appropriate for positive integers. Without recognizing that, the pre‐service
teacher employed a proof method which is not appropriate for this question. It was concluded that
this pre‐service teacher did not use an appropriate proof method and so has deficiencies of using
proof methods.
RD2. Deficiencies of beginning proof process: This deficiency is about not being able to start a proof or not
being able to keep an already started one going despite the fact that there may be a sufficient
mathematical background. Below there is an example of reasoning deficiencies related to deficiencies
of beginning proof process in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Example of RD2
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When the operations done by the pre‐service teacher on Q5are examined, it can be seen that he/she
properly defined the given values for making the proof of the mathematical statement. However, he
did not continue with the proof although he started the proof by defining the statements of
| and | as
,
. and
,
. . In the clinical interviews conducted with the pre‐
service teacher, he stated that initially he thought about some methods for making a proof, but he
didn’t continue with the proof because he couldn’t state those methods mathematically and couldn’t
decide which method to use. He also stated that with this kind of questions he sometimes follows a
way which depends on memorization and consequently he tries hard to remember and mostly he
cannot remember. The pre‐service teacher left the proof half‐finished although hemay have had
certain mathematical background. This situation indicates that he has a reasoning deficiency related
with deficiencies of beginning proof process.
RD3. Introducing variables without considering the definition range: This deficiency is about using values
inappropriate for the statement while making the proof of a mathematical statement or going beyond
the definition range. Following there is an example of reasoning deficiencies related with introducing
variables without considering the definition range in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Example of RD3
In making the proof of Q1, the pre‐service teacher didn’t take the definition range determined for that
statement into consideration. Although he was supposed to show variable for any positive integers,
through going beyond the definition
he demonstrated it for all the integers by defining it as
range. Moreover, he considered the variable of as an irrational number in the other operations he
did.
RD4.Using inadequate knowledge of mathematical theorems and concepts: This deficiency is about the usage
of mathematical terms or definitions in different meanings and the deficient use of them. Below, there
is an example of reasoning errors related to using inadequate knowledge of mathematical theorems
and concepts in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Example of RD4
When this proof attempt for Q1is examined, it can be seen that the mathematical terms and
statements are wrongly defined. In this question, where he is supposed to define an odd number as
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,
2
1, he wrongly defined it as 3
1without definingthe definition range of the variable
and also without not using another variable in place of the variable . Consequently, it is realized that
one of the reasoning deficiencies the pre‐service teacher experienced here is about using inadequate
knowledge of mathematical theorems and concepts.
RD5. Deficiencies of defining the variables or using unnecessary variables: This deficiency is about more
than enough variables defined throughout the steps of the proof or incomplete definition of the
variables. There is an example of a reasoning deficiency related with the deficiencies of defining the
variables or using unnecessary variables in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Example of RD5
When this proof attempt is examined, it can be seen that the pre‐service teacher used unnecessary
variables. He/she continued his proof by defining the variable as
3
1,
3
2 in the
other steps of the proof after initially defining it as
3 . This situation hindered the
comprehension of the proof by leading a complication in the steps of the proof. Hence, the reasoning
deficiency that the pre‐service teacher has here is determined to be related with the deficiency in
defining a variable or using an unnecessary variable.
RD6. Deficiencies of using mathematical language: This deficiency is about not being careful with the
mathematical language in the usage of statements like mathematical definitions or theorems and
mathematical symbols throughout the steps of the proof. Below, there is an example of a reasoning
deficiency related to deficiencies of using mathematical language in Figure 13.

Figure 13.Example of RD6
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When this attempt at a proof for Q1 is examined, one can see that mathematical language was not
used properly. The pre‐service teacher made definitions like
3 or ! 3 ! which in fact don’t
have any mathematical foundation. Depending on the definitions he wrote, he stated that the
statement is valid through inductive method. Thus, the pre‐service teacher noted some statements
that are against the nature of the inductive method. By taking these situations into consideration it is
determined that the reasoning deficiency the pre‐service teacher experiencing here is related with
deficiency in using mathematical language.
RD7. Writing proof without systematic steps: This deficiency is about not following a proper sequence
throughout the steps of proof or not writing it in a certain order. Below, there is an example of
reasoning deficiencies related with writing proof without systematic steps in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Example of RD7
When the student’s work on Q2 is examined, it can be seen that the steps of the proof were not
ordered in any reasonable way. The variables and were not defined, nor can it be determined
which steps were followed afterwards and for what purpose the numerical values were used. This
situation led the incomprehensibility of the steps in the proof and their purpose. Therefore, the
reasoning deficiency that the pre‐service teacher is experiencing here is determined to be related to
writing proof without systematic steps.
RD8. Writing proof by considering only one condition: This deficiency is about only proving one
implication of a biconditional statement. Below, there is an example of reasoning errors related to
writing a proof by considering only one of the two implications in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Example of RD8
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When this proof attempt is examined, it can be seen that the pre‐service teacher only proved one way
of the two‐way conditional statement. He ignored the fact that he should also
show

after

showing

.

It

was

decided that he had a reasoning deficiency related to writing proof by considering only one
condition.
Pre‐Service Mathematics Teachers’ Reasoning Gaps during Proof Construction
The reasoning gaps detected in this study are presented with their definitions and examples.
RG1. The gaps of proof steps and the results: This reasoning gap is about the lack of relationship between
the steps of a proof despite the fact that the results obtained are based upon the previous steps while
the proof of a mathematical statement is made. Following there is an example of reasoning gaps
related with the gaps of proof steps and the results in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Example of RG1
When this proof attempt of Q1 is examined, it can be seen that there isn’t any correspondence among
the written proof steps and that the proof steps don’t match up with the obtained results. While
starting the first step with writing3|
3
the pre‐service teacher wrote a result as3|3 and
3|3

which is unconnected from the previous steps with the last step of the proof. Consequently,

the reasoning gap here is considered to be related to a contradiction between the written proof steps
and the obtained results.
RG2. Using theorems and concepts without justifications: This gap is about not giving justifications for the
statements used in the proof steps and for the claims presented. Following there is an example of
reasoning gaps related with using theorems and concepts without justifications in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Example of RG2
When this proof attempt of Q2is examined, it can be seen that the pre‐service teacher wrote the proof
steps by depending upon some propositions without giving any justification for the statements he
used throughout the proof process. Without showing that the addition and subtraction of two odd
numbers is even, he reached the result by assuming the statements as even. The reasoning gap here is
determined to be related to using theorems and concepts without justifications.
RG3. Writing proof without all of the main steps: This gap is about ignoring the steps which are supposed
to be written or writing the result without any explanation. Following there is an example of
reasoning gaps related with writing proof without all of main steps in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Example of RG3
When this proof attempt of Q7is examined, it can be seen that the pre‐service teacher directly wrote
the result without including the intermediate steps which are supposed to be written. The pre‐service
teacher stated that or might be the variables or
1 by defining
as an odd number.
However, he did not give any details about how he decided this and which steps he followed while
deciding. A proof was carried out through ignoring the initial and the last steps of the proof. Thus,
the reasoning gap here is defined as writing a proof without all of main steps.
The Comparison of Pre‐Service Mathematics Teachers’ Reasoning Errors, Deficiencies and Gaps during Proof
Construction at Different Grade Levels
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Graph 1. The comparison of reasoning errors, deficiencies and gaps for all grade levels
This graph shows that similar reasoning errors, deficiencies and gaps were determined across all the
grade levels in pre‐service teachers’ proof construction. However, the rates of reasoning errors in the
lower grade levels are more than other grade levels. This rate decreases towards the upper grade
levels. For example, in third grade level some reasoning errors were determined as 20% for RE1, 40%
for RE7, 38% forRD2 and 27%for RG2, whereas in fifth grade level these errors were determined as
12% for RE1,20% for RE7,16% for RD2, 18%for RG2. Similarly, other reasoning errors, deficiencies or
gaps decrease towards the upper grades.
Conclusion and Discussion
In this study, the reasoning errors of the different grade levels of pre‐service mathematics teachers in
the proof construction process were classified; similar reasoning errors, deficiencies and gaps were
categorized across all the grade levels. The most frequently encountered errors in the proof process
were identified as beginning with the conclusion, accepting a case or specific value as a proof, and
beginning with an incorrect assumption. Although other studies have identified similar reasoning
errors, they did not provide any results on the frequency of the various categories of reasoning errors
(Andrew, 2009; Selden, Mckee & Selden, 2009; Selden & Selden, 2003).
In the literature, some studies considered reasoning deficiencies and reasoning gaps under the single
category of reasoning errors (Jones, 2000; Sarı‐Uzun, 2013; Selden & Selden, 2003). They did not
describe reasoning deficiencies and gaps as different categories. However; in this study, reasoning
deficiencies and gaps are divided into sub‐components; they are classified into different categories as
the reasoning gaps and deficiencies have different meaning from reasoning errors. In this study, the
following reasoning deficiencies were determined as the ones occurring most frequently: introducing
variables without considering the definition range, deficiencies of beginning proof process and
deficiencies of using mathematical language. The emergence of these reasoning deficiencies can be
caused of the ignorance of definition range, inappropriate usage of the mathematic language, not
highlighting the usage of reasoning methods or excluding students in the proof construction process.
Birinci (2010) stated that students assume a passive role trying to remember some reasoning methods
learned in courses and as a result of this they break from the proof construction process. Therefore, it
must be emphasized to pre‐service teachers how and why to use different methods of proof.
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Moreover, the relationships between concepts should be made based on the definition of
mathematical concepts and the language of mathematics should be used in the proof construction
process. Among the reasoning gaps of the pre‐service mathematics teachers in the proof construction
process, the following occurred most frequently: Using theorems and concepts without justifications
and the gaps of proof steps and the results. The emergence of the reasoning gaps in the proof process
may stem from the lack of enough emphasis on the proving steps that follow each other and not
expressing definition, theorems and propositions used in proof process when instructors teach proof
in their courses. Weber (2005b) also supports this situation stating that instructorsʹ evaluation of the
proof steps used to prove a mathematical definition as just only true‐false questions and not
considering the steps causes students to have the same reasoning errors.
It was determined that the reasoning errors, deficiencies and gaps mostly do not show differences for
all grade levels. However, the percentages of reasoning errors, deficiencies and gaps according to the
grade levels and to the upper classes these errors show resistance to decrease the deficiencies. This
shows that the education they received at university does not make an impact for the reduction or
elimination of the reasoning errors. Selden and Selden (2007) support this case stating that traditional
approach at the undergraduate education as definition, theorem and proof and failure of the pre‐
service teachers because of the various reasoning errors depending on lecturing of the instructors
cause to the failure. In addition, other studies emphasize that students have difficulties in the proof
process and fall into a similar reasoning error if these traditional approaches are applied. (Pedemonte,
2007; Sarı‐Uzun, 2013; Weber, 2004). In this respect, it is crucial to design a learning environment
enabling students to experience proof construction in order to reduce or eliminate the above kinds of
reasoning errors.
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